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fall 2019: math 285, mip*=re the course will be an introduction to quantum information theory,
with the goal of covering the recent result of ji, natarajan, vidick, wright, and yuen that mip*=re:

the class of languages which can be decided by a multiprover interactive protocol with a
classical polynomial-time verifier and provers sharing arbitrarily many entangled qbits is equal to

the class of all recursively enumerable languages. this implies a negative solution to the
longstanding connes embedding problem in operator algebras. summer 2019: math 285b,
mip*=re the course will be an introduction to quantum information theory, with the goal of

covering the recent result of ji, natarajan, vidick, wright, and yuen that mip*=re: the class of
languages which can be decided by a multiprover interactive protocol with a classical polynomial-

time verifier and provers sharing arbitrarily many entangled qbits is equal to the class of all
recursively enumerable languages. this implies a negative solution to the longstanding connes

embedding problem in operator algebras. winter 2020: math 285d, mip*=rethe course will be an
introduction to quantum information theory, with the goal of covering the recent result of ji,

natarajan, vidick, wright, and yuen that mip*=re: the class of languages which can be decided by
a multiprover interactive protocol with a classical polynomial-time verifier and provers sharing
arbitrarily many entangled qbits is equal to the class of all recursively enumerable languages.

this implies a negative solution to the longstanding connes embedding problem in operator
algebras.
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A Course In Probability Weiss Pdf

the a course in probability teaches students to think like the world's top decision-makers and
offers a practical approach to success for those looking to accelerate their careers in an

environment that is increasingly crowded, competitive and complex. through a series of lessons,
exercises, discussions and videos, students are given the tools to assess, plan, communicate,

execute and learn from their own professional and personal development. students will leave the
course with a framework for evaluating their strengths and weaknesses, as well as the skills and
habits necessary for success in their professional and personal lives. consider a scenario in which
the probability of meeting a deadline is approximated by an oracle using the algorithm in weisss

book. how to estimate the probability of meeting a deadline using the oracle is the central
question. the goal is to keep the approximation error under a given bound. the problem is np-

hard, meaning it cannot be solved in polynomial time. if the algorithm uses an oracle with
polynomial time and memory complexities, then the approximation error can be made to decay
exponentially along the computation. there is a well-known rounding algorithm that can be used
to trim the variables in the oracle and maintain the quality of the approximation. however, the
runtime of the algorithm is polynomial in the size of the variables. moreover, the runtime can

grow exponentially as the variables are trimmed. in this paper, we propose an optimal trimming
algorithm with polynomial time and memory complexities for the purpose of estimating

deadlines in hierarchies. the proposed algorithm is based on a geometric notion of support and
yields the best possible approximation when the representation of the variable is given.

moreover, it provides the optimal trimming in the sense that the approximation error decays at
least exponentially along the computation. we also analyze the runtimes of the proposed

algorithm and compare them to those of the above rounding algorithm. the experimental results
confirm the theoretical analysis. 5ec8ef588b
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